April 6th, 2017

“Thinking back of equity issues in 2009 and cost of equity”
TOSHIBA
Whenever hearing the news about TOSHIBA, the equity issue boom in 2009 recalled to my mind.
Japanese companies raised capital more than JPY7 trillion hitting the record for the year. Westinghouse was
consolidated in 2006 for USD5.4 billion and the parent company raised the ownership in 2013. A number of
queries are listed at this time. Did the company really do strict due diligence? How did the company plan
future cash flow? Did the company actively make decision the acquisition or passively accept it by nuclear
policy/agreement of US and Japan’s government? In either case, TOSHIBA replaced its debt by new equity
capital of JPY300 billion in 2009.
Equity issues in 2009
Companies rushed raising capital for the year after capital market was recovered from financial
crisis. Large financial institutions of banks, brokers and insurances and manufacturers issued common
stocks. Of the 14 companies, a half of the companies pushed ROE higher for FY2015 than FY2010 just after
equity issue, but the other pulled it down. And only 8 companies raised ROE more than 7% (See table
below). It is not certain 7% of ROE is higher or lower than required rate of return of each company at this
time. However, it is so sure that cost of equity was so high at lower share prices in 2009 and much higher
than right now. Did the companies really analyze between cash flow return and cost of equity (cost of
capital) in increasing additional common shares or impact of diluting existing shareholders’ value? In
addition, Nomura and Mizuho FG raised capital at 2 times.
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Correlation analysis on Equity Issuance factor
Below table shows how equity issue and cancelation impact on ROE, ROA and Tobin’s for 494
companies of METRICAL core research universe. The universe includes composites of TOPIX100 and
JPX400 indices and candidates of both indices. For the universe companies, Equity Cancelation and
METRICAL Score significantly positively correlate with all of ROE, ROA and Tobin’s q. Interestingly Equity
Issuance more significantly or highly significantly correlate with ROA and Tobin’s q than ROE.
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As shown 3 tables in Appendix, Equity Issuance factor significantly correlate with ROE, ROA and Tobin’s q
for the same universe in regression analysis on 13 factors. Capital policy such as equity issue and
cancelation closely connect to profitability and equity value. This is needless to say fundamentally true but
also statistically verified by market data.
Conclusion
Correlation analysis above verifies equity issue statistically significant correlation with ROE, ROA
and Tobin’s q for major 494 companies in Japan. Less stock equity issue and more cancelation would raise
profitability and equity value as well as share price. Managers of a company should keep it in mind and
recall it in considering financing. Raising capital by equity results in much higher cost than debt. In bubble
economy in Japan in late 1980s, companies are not conscious of the cost of equity that they believe it costs
only dividend. It is not applied today, but some equity issues are seen that we are wondering if the company
has carefully analyzed future cash flow return and shareholders value after raising capital. This would be a
solution that a company keeps the cost of equity in mind. When a company raises additional capital, the
company should submit regulator explicitly written number of cost of equity or required rate of return in
Securities Registration Statement, as cost of debt financing is shown in the document with lenders and
creditors. More interestingly, the regression analysis 3 tables in Appendix show Parent/Large Ownership
factor also significantly correlates with ROE, ROA and Tobin’s q. The score of the factor is designed that the
lesser ownership by a large shareholder is, the higher the score is. Therefore, a subsidiary of a large
company or a company run by founder’s family tend to generate higher profitability and higher share price.
These companies more prudently dealing equity issue and this would be a reason of higher profitability.
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Appendix
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This report is for information purpose only and is based on current public information that we consider
reliable, but we do not represent it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied on as such. Although
we seek to update our research as appropriate, the contents may be different from the most recent fact as
the report is published at irregular intervals as appropriate. This research is not an offer to sell or the
solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be
illegal. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment
objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. The price and value of investments referred to
in this research and the income from them may fluctuate. Past performance is not a guide to future
performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. The author of this
report is not in relation of serious conflict of interest with the reported company.
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